CELLEBRITE EDISCOVERY INVESTIGATIONS
PRACTITIONER (CEIP)
Enterprise Solutions

Level

Course Description
Entry/Beginner

Length
Four-Day (28 hours)

Training Track

The Cellebrite eDiscovery Investigations Practitioner (CEIP) is a 4 Day Entry/Beginner-level course designed for
eDiscovery investigators tasked with digital data collection. Participants will learn about legal matters associated with
the targeted data collection. Students will learn the best practices associated with data collection planning, data
acquisition from computers and cloud sources, data extractions from mobile devices, data cultivation, auditing, and
reporting.

Cellebrite Enterprise Solutions (CES)

Cellebrite Enterprise
Solutions

Cellebrite aims to support learners in the pursuit of excellence in Digital Intelligence specialty areas without the need to
commit to any degree program. Cellebrite's Academic & Learning Paths provide guided training programs and
continuous skill set development to achieve various levels of educational or professional goals.

Delivery Mode

By following a learning path, students can target personal, professional, and leadership skills in a Digital Intelligence
career for law enforcement, military, intelligence, and private sector practitioners. Cellebrite’s curriculum reflects its
commitment to digital intelligence excellence by helping professionals around the world achieve a higher standard of
competence and success. Below are general audiences and focus areas relative to this course.

Instructor-Led
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Course Learning Objectives
Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:
l

Recognize the legal responsibility in using Cellebrite products.

l

Describe targeted data in eDiscovery cases.

l

Recognize the methods of data acquisition from cloud, computer, and mobile devices.

l

Describe data cultivation and demonstrate how to cultivate data using Cellebrite tools.

l

Practice extracting evidence from Physical Analyzer and Inspector to upload data to LegalView.

Additional Information about this Course
l

CEIP is essential for professionals who handle or acquire data for eDiscovery investigations.

l

CEIP is ideal for individuals seeking basic knowledge in computer and mobile investigations.

Note: No pre-requisites exist to attend the CEIP class. However, this class is the first of multiple in classes in Cellebrite’s new Enterprise training program. This course is a
fundamentals and while it will introduce and provide reporting expectations of various tools, it does not provide in-depth or expert-level forensic training on the use of
mobile, computer, and cloud forensic tools.

Important: This is NOT a certification course. Successful completion of this course is defined as the student attending and completing 80% or more of the course to meet
this minimum requirement to be awarded a Certificate of Attendance award. This course does not include a Certification of Completion.

INTRODUCTION TO EDISCOVERY
l

Identify eDiscovery case scenarios

l

Describe targeted data in eDiscovery cases

l

Discuss the process of documenting a report
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DATA ACQUISITION
l

Discuss the methodology of acquiring data

l

Recognize how to boot into Digital Collector

l

Recognize the action necessary to acquire data using Endpoint Inspector

l

Identify iOS backup evidence on a device

l

Complete a mobile device acquisition with UFED

l

Collect cloud data using PA Cloud

l

Describe data cultivation

l

Illustrate the different types of searching and filtering in Inspector

l

Practice creating smart index queries

l

Demonstrate tagging evidence in Physical Analyzer and Inspector

l

Explain the process of deduplication

l

Apply deduplication to data in Physical Analyzer and Inspector

DATA CULTIVATION

EVIDENCE EXTRACTION AND UPLOAD TO RELATIVITY
l

Practice extracting different types of evidence in Physical Analyzer and Inspector

l

Describe Inspector’s Portable Case

l

Describe Physical Analyzer’s UFED Reader

l

Recognize LegalView and how to view messages in a graphical format
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Get skilled. Get certified.
“Every day around the world, digital data is impacting investigations. Making it intelligent and actionable is what Cellebrite does best.The
Cellebrite Academy reflects our commitment to digital forensics excellence; training forensics examiners, analysts, investigators and
prosecutors around the world to achieve a higher standard of professional competency and success.”
Learn more at: cellebritelearningcenter.com
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